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About this unit

Explore and appreciate the natural world, using any of the world faiths as a context; using 
traditional and new creation stories, consider ways in which we can all help care for the 
world.

Resources: environment - Wildlife Trusts, A Rocha, Peace Child International

Levels of attainment 

Challenges and dilemmas

Challenge the class to adopt a local patch in the school grounds or in the surrounding 
community as an ongoing project; this may usefully emphasise the continuity of nature and 
pupils’ commitment to taking care of living things.

A school ‘quiet garden’ can be a powerful place of reflection:
http://www.quietgarden.org/

Fields of enquiry

Teaching Objectives Learning Outcomes AT1 Learning Outcomes AT2

Provide opportunities for 
children to:

I can: I can:

Beliefs, Teachings & Sources
consider their special books 
including books that are 
important to faith members

recall faith stories from two 
different religions

respond sensitively to the 
teaching in religious stories

Meaning, Purpose & Truth
explore creation stories and 
begin to discover some of the 
religious ideas 

recall a creation story and talk 
about the wonder of new life

talk about what is the same in 
different creation stories

talk about my own experiences 
of new life and how they made 
me feel
 
ask questions about new  
beginnings

Values and Commitments
consider the ways in which the 
world is a special place and how 
it should be cared for

say how the world is a special 
place

think about why the world is a 
special and wonderful place

Level
AT1 (Knowledge & 

Understanding)
AT2 (Reflection & Response)

1
Recall a faith story about new 
life

Appreciate there are special places 
that need to be treated with care

2 Retell a creation story
Understand that we all have a part 
to play in keeping the world a special 
place

3
Begin to see the way that 
religious faith influences the way 
people treat the world

Say how today’s actions of faith 
groups may affect the future of the 
world

Recommended teaching time:  14 hours per term



RE 
LEARNING 

CYCLE

This is a spiral curriculum model; plan to revisit 
sections of the cycle to further develop learning.

Prepare for learning

pairs and small groups
whole class
Godly Play creation story

Identify Learning Outcomes
- shape enquiry

what does ‘precious’ mean?
what is precious to me and to others?
what books are special to me and to faith members?
how is Earth precious; where did it come from?

Reflect on learning

uniqueness of creation; valuing all life on earth

feelings when we see new life

read books such as
• God’s Wonderful World by Charlotte Stowell
• How the World Works by Christian Dorion and 

Beverley Young
• Creation Song by Anna Fowler

Share new understanding
- communicate and evaluate

present a creation story as:
• drama
• picture sequence
• art gallery
• class book
• collage
• PowerPoint

plan a celebration of new life

sing Think of a World without any Flowers and talk about its message

Search for meaning
- investigate and interpret

explore creation stories from different faiths; hear the Godly Play 
creation story

look closely at photographs & artwork; do we always look after 
God’s creation?

grow seeds and watch new lambs, chicks
learn about and celebrate festivals of new life

ask questions about religious festivals of new life appropriate to 
the time of year

Provide new information
- think about religion and belief

talk about creation poems, prayers, hymns

explore creation by going outdoors - new 
beginnings, the preciousness of life, looking after 
creation

appreciate diversity in the natural world and 
uniqueness in creation

Engage the learner

diversity in the family, school, community, world
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